
 
 
 
 
 

 Alibaba Pictures Signs MOU to Invest in Korean Film with Kim Soo Hyun 
   
Beijing, China, October 12, 2015 - Alibaba Pictures Group Limited (SEHK code: 
1060) announced that it has signed a memorandum of understanding (“MOU”) to 
invest in “REAL”, a Korean movie, featuring Kim Soo Hyun in the lead role, one of the 
most famous and popular Korean actors in Asia. 
 
The MOU, signed during the Busan International Film Festival, reflects the strategic 
focus of Alibaba Pictures to go global. The agreement will give it sole distribution 
rights for the movie in China, for which it plans to leverage the resources of Alibaba 
Group to support the film’s marketing in various aspects, including advertising 
placement, brand licensing and e-commerce development.  
 
The investment in “REAL” marks Alibaba Pictures’ second overseas investment 
following its investment in Hollywood blockbuster, “Mission: Impossible – Rogue 
Nation,” which debuted in China in September this year and has grossed RMB867 
million. Following that strong debut, Alibaba Pictures is confident that the Korean 
movie “REAL” will mark another milestone as it continues to expand its footprint in the 
global film industry. The investment will also pave the way for Alibaba Pictures to 
further explore opportunities in the Korea’s internationally recognized and admired 
entertainment industry. 
 
“We’re investing in REAL because the Korean film industry is arguably the most 
influential creatively in the region at present, and the hugely popular Kim Soo Hyun is 
the embodiment of that. We aim to support regional movie making in Asia, as well as 
bigger Hollywood movies. Indeed, we continue to explore cooperation opportunities 
with the best film production houses globally. So our vision here is truly global,” said 
ZHANG Qiang, chief executive officer of Alibaba Pictures. “We will also acquire 
and develop quality intellectual property assets and consolidate our global resources, 
technologies and talent in order to bring the best entertainment experience to users 
and to build a world-class integrated entertainment platform for the movie industry.”  
 
Kim Soo Hyun enjoys challenging himself with a diversity of roles. On the back of his 
successful roles in movies, such as “Secretly Greatly” and “The Thieves,” and the 
hugely popular TV drama series “My Love from the Star,” Kim’s popularity across Asia 
has soared, while in Korea a number of his movies have set box-office records. 
 
“REAL” is expected to start filming by the end of this year. The action movie will 
feature Kim as “Zhang Tai Ying”, an ambitious and ruthless “scavenger” who is hungry 
for success and dedicated to helping others to solve problems, in order to establish his 
empire of casinos and hotels.  

 



– End – 

About Alibaba Pictures Group Limited  
Alibaba Pictures Group Limited is listed on both The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 
Limited (stock code: 1060) and the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited 
(stock code: S91). Alibaba Pictures is the flagship unit of Alibaba Group’s 
entertainment arm and its core businesses includes four main segments: film and 
television production centered on IP (intellectual property); internet-based promotion 
and distribution combining internet technologies and traditional off-line distribution; the 
building and operation of e-commerce platforms for entertainment as an extension of 
the Alibaba Group ecosystem and international operations that consolidate global 
resources, technologies and talents in order to participate in the global entertainment 
industry. 
 
 


